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AMALFI  TRADE

Amalfi is a small city near Salerno.

Amalfi is famous for tourism but also for its local 
products. The most famous local products is the famous 

Amalfi lemon from this we get  
“limoncello”(liquor+lemon peel+water+sugar);

According to tradition it was first made in 1900 in Italy 
(precisely in Amalfi). It was created by Maria Antonia 

Farace . in 1988 his son started a small artisan production , 
limoncello is becoming a world famous product.

It is used as a drink after lunch or dinner to facilitate 
digestion.

One of the companies that produce limoncello is the Aceto
family which secretly keeps their special recipe.





Limoncello is the second most popular liqueur in Italy after 
Campari and has recently become popular in other parts of 
the world in particular in the United States ,Canada,the
United Kingdom  ,Australia , and New Zealand .

It is being surved in many upscale restaurants around the 
word .

It is a very strong  liqueur and it has an alcohol  content 
between 25% and 30%

Italy  produces 550.000 tons of lemon of which  8000 tons 
of lemons  are  produced in Amalfi and these are of the 
highest  quality




 Do you speak English?
 Can we interview you?
 Can we take a video or photo of this interview ?
 Where are you from ?
 Why have you come to Italy ?
 How did you come to Italy ?
 Have you ever been to Italy before ? if yes ,where ?
 Do you like the places that you have visited in Italy?if yes ,do you have a favourite?
 What is the best food that you have even eaten in Italy?
 Where did you have it ?
 Is there a similar food in your country? Is it better or worse than Italian food?
 Would you like to come back to Italy again ?if yes or no,why?
 What do you think of Italy in general?
 Would you like to live in Italy? Why yes or why not ?
 You have enjoy this interview? 

Hi ,I am Laura and this is my class mate Antonio, Davide,  Giuseppe,  Noemi,  
and Antonio we are sixteen and we are from the Da Procida high school in 
Salerno. Do you mind if we ask you some questions for our school project?




 Where are you from?

 Some tourists came from North America like Missisipi, six tourists come from Australia, another tourists come from Europe 
like Holland, Germany, Austria and Wales

 Why have you come to Italy?

 The tourists who came from Missisipi came to Italy for their honeymoon, the Australians came for the history but the majority 
came for the sea

 How did you come to Italy?

 Most by plane a few on a cruise and another by train

 Have you ever been to Italy before?

 In general yes, but only the tourists from Wales were the first time in Italy

 What do you think of Italy in general?

 The tourists thought that  Italy is busy and disorganised but the people are friendly and helpful

 One tourist sad we should use bycycles more because there is too much traffic

The Results Of Our
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